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Abstract— Federated Identity Management Systems (IMS) is a
promising system where an increasing number of e-services will
be made available in the future for users’ convenience. However
in this environment, users are required to manage several
identities (ID cards) and a great number of personal data. As
such, simplification of users’ involvement is highly needed while
increasing the users’ confidence, and guaranteeing security. This
paper proposes a low-cost authentication solution which leads to
a reduction of users’ identities, even across several circles of
trust, while maintaining high-level security. Also it proposes a
privacy preserving technique to automatically control that
privacy preferences of the users are satisfied during electronic
transactions. This leads to defining new entities in the federated
IMS, an innovative privacy policy language XPACML, and a
practical-oriented privacy policy comparison middleware.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of e-services (e.g. e-commerce, e-health,
e-government) within the emerging digital Identity
Management Systems (IMS) makes Internet an undeniable
convenient and powerful tool for users. In the future, most of
the administrative services will be put online for the
convenience of users who will be serviced in almost real time,
at any time, any day, and from anywhere. However, one must
keep in mind all the inherent dangers that could result from
the misuse of these attractive e-services. To list a few of them,
an attacker successfully spoofing a legitimate user will have
then power to cause really bad damages like illegal bank
transfers, e-shopping with someone else’s credit card,
collecting very sensitive personal information of spoofed
users like their social security number, their amount of wages,
etc.
This paper is addressing two critical research directions of
the IMS. (1) The authentication operations must implement
strong enough security to deny unauthorized access to users’
account. (2) Privacy of personal data attached to users’
account must remain under the full control of the users.

In this paper, we are mostly interested in the federated IMS
model (e.g. Liberty Alliance, Shibboleth) [1,2] which is the
model that best permits national institutions (banks,
government…) to jointly collaborate within a security and
legal framework to increase the range of available online
services. In the federated IMS model, digital identities of a
single user across different service providers are linked or
mapped by the use of pseudo IDs to keep institutions as much
independent as possible, and to help preserving privacy of
users.
This paper refers to the federated IMS vocabulary and
following entities [3]: the Identity Providers (IDPs) whose
role is to manage the individuals’ identities, and proceed to
online authentication, the Service Providers (SPs) which offer
online services to the authenticated individuals or users, the
Attribute Providers (APs) which supply the users attributes to
any authorized entities while not compromising users’ privacy.
The federated IMS also defines a Circle of Trust (CoT) as the
set of IMS entities establishing trust relationship among each
other through a set of business agreement and technological
framework. However, for the users to maintain full control on
their personal data, and authentication credentials, the paper
also incorporates some technical elements from the usercentric IMS model [3]. That is, it is assumed that users are
equipped with an ID selector likely to the Microsoft
CardSpace solution [4]. Each ID of the selector is associated
with authentication credentials and the privacy preferences of
the users.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
existing works related to users’ authentication and privacy
within federated IMS models. Section 3 gives an overview of
our scientific contribution for better security support in IMS.
Section 4 introduces the main actors involved in our
architecture. Sections 5 and 6 detail our PKI-based
authentication approach and privacy preserving solution.
Section 7 gives conclusions and future perspectives.

II. RELATED WORKS
The notion of trust and PKI management (Public Key
Infrastructure) as defined in [5, 6, 7, 8] has been used in IMS
such as using PKI within a federated architecture. Tran et al.,
in [9], targeted particularly a pan-European multi Circle of
Trust environment. A more sophisticated work introduces a
formal semantics based calculus of trust that explicitly
represents trust and quantifies the risk associated to trust in
PKI and identity management [10]. Le and Bouzefrane, in
[11], addressed the interoperability issues between Liberty
Alliance and CardSpace, while Jorstad et al. in [12] tried to
integrate the current SIM authentication used in GSM with
both Liberty Alliance and CardSpace such that it can be
used for Internet services. However, all these research works
targeted generally a special identity management system using
a special physical support. The PKI-based approach proposed
in this paper enables managing several circles of trust,
whatever their technical solution adopted to implement their
identity management system. Moreover, with our solution, the
user may access services after the registration and
authentication phase thanks to any physical support (smart
card, USB key, cell phone, etc.).
In addition to authentication, the privacy principles and
requirements based upon the European legislation [13] and the
OECD guidelines [14] are enforced by technical means. These
means target the minimization of the amount of personally
identifiable data that are collected, as well as the enforcement
of the privacy agreement between data collectors and personal
data owners. Most of the works of the literature are theoretical
and are hardly applicable to Internet needs. For instance,
several frameworks for privacy support are proposed [15, 16,
17]. Most of the practical results are related to privacy policy
languages to support the final objective of privacy policy
negotiation during electronic transactions with service
providers. W3C developed the P3P (Platform for Preferences
Privacy) specification [18] to enable SPs expressing
transparently their privacy policy in a standard machinereadable format. P3P permits SPs to express their privacy
policies thanks to three XML tags: PURPOSE (why the SP is
requesting data?), RECIPIENT (who will share the collected
data with SPs) and RETENTION (how long data will remain
stored at the SP?). These policies are assumed to be processed
automatically by enabled P3P web browsers during online
transactions. Other languages were developed like APPEL and
XPref to better express the user’s preferences, but none of
these languages is adequate to support privacy policy
negotiation. XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup
Language) [19] is a flexible language firstly developed by
OASIS as an Access Control Policy language and an Access
Control request/response language based on XML. A number
of works [20, 21, 22, 23] conclude that preserving privacy
using XACML seems to be an interesting solution to define
both the user’s preferences and the SP’s privacy policy.
However none of them proposes the necessary changes and
extensions to the basic specifications.

III. OVERVIEW OF OUR RESEARCH WORK
The objective of our approach is to offer a secure and
privacy preserving environment for the users to perform
electronic transactions with confidence. In the federated
model of IMS, any entities within the same CoT are assumed
to be configured with a certificate that can be checked by
other entities of the CoT, so secure communications can be
established between any of the entities. Note that some other
trust relationships are necessary as described in section 5. The
SP is assumed to have configured his web server with its own
privacy policy. This policy is expressed into our own
XPACML language (eXtensible Privacy Access Control
Markup Language) [24, 25]. XPACML is an extension to
XACML where P3P basic tags - Purpose, Recipient, and
Retention – Data Type and Service Type are defined. That is,
we consider the privacy preservation problem as a problem of
access control to user’s personal data. Further details are given
in section 6.
When joining for the first time the CoT, the user has to
enrol himself to the CoT. Two entities are involved. The first
entity is a proximity agency called Local Registration Agency
(LRA) that allows processing the user enrolment and
generating credentials. The second entity is assigned to each
CoT and is called Electronic Notary (EN) server used to check
the credentials. The user is also asked to configure his privacy
preserving tool with his privacy preferences. Defining privacy
preferences is a cumbersome task. For each of his ID card, his
personal data (address, name, birth date…), for each service
category, the user has to express his P3P preferences in terms
of Purpose, Recipient and Retention. As a convenient support
for configuring preferences, we designed a user interface that
enables three configuration levels according to the expertise of
users (high-level, middle-level and fine-grained). The
resulting privacy preferences are stored into XPACML format
file.
During a transaction, as depicted in Fig. 1, the user first
connects to the SP of a CoT. He is first required to
authenticate to the SP. To do so, the user holds his key pair
and his certificates (certificate of public-key and certificate of
public-key ownership) generated by the LRA. The certificate
of public-key ownership published by a LRA on the EN server
is used to check the validity of the self-signed certificate of
public key. After authentication completion, the user is asking
the SP to send its privacy policy, and the XPACML privacy
policy is sent to the user’s client. The client then has to select
one of his identities that enable the transaction through his ID
selector. Right after selecting his ID, the privacy middleware
of the user gets the XPACML privacy preferences of the user
for that ID and checks (for the attributes awaited by the server)
the compatibility between the SP’s privacy policy against the
privacy preferences permitting/denying delivery of attributes
under user’s P3P conditions. In case of matching, the
transaction is accepted, otherwise, a negotiation process is
launched aiming to build automatically counterproposals for
the SP. The negotiation process and the middleware devoted
to are explained in section 6.

IV. ARCHITECTURE AND MAIN ACTORS
Our proposal refers to the following entities:
- User entity: The user, as a consumer or citizen, is linked
to a circle of trust. First of all, he has to register himself within
a LRA to access the system. This is the enrolment phase.
Afterwards, he is able to communicate with the system to
manage his own account (update, revoke or renew). Of course,
he is also able to check any public-key certificates on any EN
servers delivered by any Registration Authority (RA) of any
circles of trust.
- Local Registration Agency (LRA): This entity manages
clients’ enrolment by generating public-key certificates and
publishing/deleting public-key ownership certificates onto the
EN server. A public-key ownership certificate is used to
ensure the authenticity of the public key.
- Electronic Notary (EN) server: The EN server registers
the ownership certificates. It is requested by other actors to
authenticate the public-key certificates. It stores the publickey ownership certificates issued by LRA. The
communication between EN and LRA is secured thanks to
SSL certificates managed by an internal PKI. The EN server is
requested to verify the users’ public-key certificates delivered
by its own LRAs.
- Service Providers (SP): The SPs are servicing services to
users and are responsible for making sure of the identity of the
users before granting them access to the local resources. As
such, providers are asking EN server to check the public key
certificates claimed by users.
- Identity Providers (IDP): The IDP, one per circle of trust,
stores public-key certificates generated by LRA. The
publication of these certificates is done automatically thanks
to a software module integrated within the user’s identity
selector.
V. PKI 2.0 PROTOCOL
The authentication protocol proposed here is called PKI2.0.
It differs from the standard PKI by avoiding the use of
commercial certification authorities. In fact, PKI2.0 protocol
proposes to replace certification authorities by local agencies
that have access to an electronic server acting as a notary to
check the user credentials. These agencies are attached to a
particular circle of trust. PKI2.0 consists of two phases. The
enrolment phase involves the registration of new users and the
generation of keys and certificates. The verification phase that
assumes the publication of new public-key ownership
certificates on the EN server in order to check the validity of
the user certificates.
The principle is detailed in the following sub-sections.
A. Enrolment Phase
The enrolment operation is divided into three steps:
1) Key-pair generation: To get a PKI 2.0 certificate, each
user must have a pair of keys generated by a LRA. At this
stage, the user gets two keys: a public key Kpub and a private
key Kpriv.

2) Certificate generation: The PKI 2.0 protocol
recommends for each user two pairs of keys, one pair is
dedicated to self authentication and electronic signature and
the other pair to encryption. These pairs of keys have to be
stored in a secure way, especially for the private keys. The
X.509v3 public-key certificates are self-signed and stored in
plaintext. The first one is an authentication/signature
certificate. The second one is dedicated to encryption.

Fig. 1 Architecture overview

3) Enrolment operation: The user enrolment process is
done directly within a LRA by first checking the identity of
the user, then by generating public-key certificate and publickey ownership certificate. In fact, once the user identity is
checked, the registration agent launches the public-key
certificate generation after having generated the corresponding
key pair. This certificate contains: third party nationality (FR),
third party type (registration agency), third party circle of trust,
time-stamping (validity period of the certificate), user identity,
public key, self-signature (with the user’s private key). The
user is responsible for certifying the ownership of his public
key with no certification authority involvement. With this
purpose in mind, PKI 2.0 adds another certificate, called
"public-key ownership certificate", which does not contain the
user’s public key. Instead, it contains the hash value of the
public key (by using a hash function like MD5, SHA-1 or
RIPE-MD). Hence, a certificate of public-key ownership
contains: nationality of the third party (FR), type of the third
party (registration agent), third party circle of trust, timestamping, user identity, public key hash value. Once generated,
this certificate is encrypted with the user’s private key.
B. Publication of public- key ownership certificate
The public-key ownership certificate allows checking the
authenticity of the public key through the hash value of it
which is inserted into the certificate. This certificate must be
published onto the EN server. This is done thanks to an SSL
communication with the EN server. The SSL authentication is
done mutually by using SSL certificates generated by an

VI. PRESERVING USERS’ PRIVACY
After the authentication is completed, the user might
perform electronic transactions while automatically preserving
his privacy. In our solution, the privacy middleware of the
i
Kpub EN
user is in charge of negotiating the privacy policy to be
Where IdLRAi: is the identity of the LRAi,
enforced during an electronic transaction for the SP privacy
M: contains the ownership certificate encrypted with the policy and the user privacy preferences to be satisfied as much
private key of the user, and other information like : serial as possible. The SP policy is expressed into our own
number, version, signature algorithm.
XPACML language (eXtensible Privacy Access Control
H(M): the hash value of M. All the information is encrypted Markup Language) [24] which affords the SP to define its
with the public key of EN server.
own list of required/optional data attributes according to their
The use of the signature enables to guarantee the message categories, along with the associated P3P basic tags proposed
integrity. The encryption with the public key of EN server by the P3P platform: Purpose, Recipient, and Retention. We
guarantees confidentiality as only the appropriate EN server defined a preliminary ordered classification of the privacy
will decrypt the message. Upon receiving the message, the EN policy P3P tags. Like the IMS user-centric model described in
server begins decrypting the message using its private key, [26], our client user is equipped with an ID selector. For each
and then it checks the signature. To do this, the EN server of his card, for each data category and for each data attribute,
reads the identity of the sending LRA because it has a register the user has to configure his privacy preferences according to
of all the public-key certificates of its local agencies, indexed our P3P tag classification. That is, each data attribute is
with their serial number. Then, EN server begins extracting assigned three separate ordered vectors related to the retention
the certificate that contains the public key of the concerned (e.g. no-retention, indefinitely), list of possible recipients (e.g.
LRA, in order to verify the signature. EN server computes the ours, delivery) and purpose tag types (e.g. current, develop,
hash value of M and compares it to the one received. If they pseudo-decision). For each of these vectors, the user is
match, EN server stores the certificate of ownership in its required to set two borders thus partitioning the vector’s set of
database; otherwise an error message is notified to the LRA.
elements into three disjoint sub-sets: Ideal, Negotiable, and
Unacceptable. These sets contain tags that the client considers
C. Public key certificate verification
to be:
As shown in Fig.2, this operation enables a user, an IDP, or
- Ideal: the attribute is permitted to be delivered to SP
a SP to check the validity of a public key certificate in real
under these tag conditions.
time in order to access an Internet service or to exchange data
- Negotiable: the attribute is preferred not to be
with another actor. The verification process is done as follows.
delivered to the SP but delivery can be afforded if
First, the public key certificate to be verified is sent to the EN
required by the SP, and if the related privacy risk is
server which address is included in the certificate. An SSL
lower than a certain threshold set by the user.
session enables to authenticate and protect next exchanges
- Unacceptable: the client conveys that a negotiation
between EN and the requesting entity. Then the EN server
should fail before accepting a privacy policy
extracts the serial number which is the same serial number as
containing that tag.
the one included within the public-key ownership certificate.
Furthermore, the user is required to set a sensitivity level of
The EN server searches in its database whether the public-key each attribute. This helps the middleware during the policy
ownership certificate is registered. If so, EN server decrypts negotiation to evaluate the acceptable/unacceptable risk to
the public-key ownership certificate with the public-key deliver attributes under certain P3P conditions.
extracted from the received public-key certificate. Then the
At the beginning of a transaction, the SP is asked to
hash value is extracted and compared with the one computed communicate its privacy policy under the XPACML format.
with the public-key. The public key is contained in the Then the policy negotiation can start at the user’s. Each policy
received certificate. In case of matching, the verification is negotiation can be seen as a set of synchronized unitary
successful.
negotiations, one for each attribute, and decomposed as such.
The whole negotiation is successful if all the unitary
negotiations are successful. The next discussion is focusing on
unitary negotiations only.
The middleware is first checking whether the attribute and
P3P tags asked by the SP are part of the Ideal set of the user.
If so, the attribute is accepted for delivery. Otherwise, two
cases are considered. (1) For attributes tagged as optional
within the SP policy, the attribute is not delivered. (2) If the
attribute is required by the SP, and is part of the Negotiable
set, a risk function is computed by the middleware taking into
account the sensitivity assigned by the user to this attribute,
and the distance between the P3P tags required by the SP and
Fig. 2 Checking a public-key certificate
internal PKI. Once the mutual authentication is achieved
successfully, a message is sent to EN server with the
following information:
Id LRA i , M , H ( M ) Kpriv LRA





the Ideal / Unacceptable borders. This distance is evaluated
thanks to our ordered P3P tag classification with the following
principle: Closer is the tag to the Unacceptable border, higher
is the risk; Closer is the tag to the Ideal border, lower is the
risk. If the risk function associated to a tag gives a risk value
lower than the risk threshold set by the user, the attribute can
be delivered. Otherwise, we have a policy conflict, and the
middleware searches for the tag value satisfying the risk
function threshold condition and which is the closest to the
required tag (according to our classification). As such, the
middleware obtains a degraded policy for the required
attribute. The attribute associated to the tag value forms the
privacy counterproposal that is sent back to SP for
approval/refusal. The negotiation protocol enables per-session
privacy contract negotiations that are guaranteed to complete
within a maximum of three negotiation rounds. Note that the
negotiation function is an advanced feature of the privacy
middleware. Both the SP and the user are required to be
equipped with such privacy middleware so they are able to
handle the privacy policy and counterproposals.
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VII.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a low-cost authentication with privacy
preservation solution for IMS environments. Our PKI-based
system is scalable at low cost as certification authorities are
replaced by registration authorities. Moreover, our privacy
middleware helps the user preserving their privacy by offering
a better control over the delivery of their personal data. The
users are assumed to define their own privacy preferences
thanks to our designed user interface. The privacy middleware
is then able to handle the privacy negotiation process by
comparing the SP’s privacy policy for some requested data
against the user’s preferences.
Our proposed solution has been implemented based on the
user-centric model. This proves the feasibility of the solution.
The implementation details are not given in the paper due to
paper length limitation.
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